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SQL Server Integration 
Services (SSIS) 

• What is SQL Server Integration Services? 
 

• What are the components? 
 

• What can it be used for? 
 

• How is it constructed? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation covers the basics of What SSIS is, what components make up an SSIS package, What it is used for, and How it is constructed.
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SQL Server Integration 
Services (SSIS) 

• SSIS is an Enterprise Scale ETL (Extraction, 
Transformation and Load) Tool which allows 
Development of Data Integration and Workflow 
Solutions 
 

• Data Interface Tool  Allowing Importation of Data 
into Lucity System 
 

• Major Components of SSIS Package 
• Connection Managers 
• Control Flow 
• Data Flow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SQL Server Integration Services, SSIS, replaced the old  Data Transformation Services, DTS, which was used in SQL Server 2000 and earlier versions. There were significant changes made to the way in which SQL Server would handle transformations. Packages written in DTS were very forgiving, which was nice when you wanted and KNEW how to work the data, but could cause problems when it would allow transformations that hurt your data or what was trying to be accomplished.SSIS allows for a more robust ELT programming platform. By using the multitude of tools and functions available a package can be written to extract data from a source (database, tables, spreadsheets, text files, etc…), transform it, such as changing string values like ‘1/2’ into numeric equivalents like ‘0.50’, then load (import) the transformed data into a destination (database, tables, spreadsheets, text files, etc…).Lucity is an open database source, which means Lucity allows clients to pull or push data into their tables at will. What you have to remember this, that if you do push data into Lucity  ALWAYS check with Lucity to ensure that what you are doing will not conflict with any internal programming or processes preformed by Lucity. Lucity does this whenever they assist in a new implementations of Lucity or upgrades current Lucity clients. Clients can perform tasks whenever the need arises to take data from one source and import it into Lucity.SSIS package have three (3) major components that are needed for any package, even the simplest. The Connection Manager, Control Flow, and finally, Data Flow.
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SQL Server Integration 
Services (SSIS) 

• Connection Managers 
Contains all Package Connections (Source(s), SMTP, 
Destination(s), etc.) 

 
• Control Flow 

Allows Ordering of Workflow to Ensure 
Tasks/Components Execute in the Appropriate 
Order 

 
• Data Flow 

Manages Data Flow from Sources to Destinations 
and Performs Transformations (Lookups, Data 
Cleansing etc.).   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connection Manager – The Connection Manager does just what it states, it controls all the connections required by the SSIS package. The whole idea behind SSIS is to move data from one place, the source, change it into usable data, the transformation, and place it into a final place, the destination. Even an SMTP connection has these three components, a message is constructed in SSIS package (Source), put data into it (the message/transformation), then send it out to a receiver (destination). By specifying the connections required up front they can be used throughout the package easily.Control Flow – The Control Flow allows for controlling the flow of the package, sounds easy. Easy may not be the case in all instances. If you are importing data from a single database table and importing into Lucity where a Parent and Child table are present, the order in which you push the data becomes critical. You have to have the Primary Key from the Parent Table to link it to the Child Table by Using it as a Foreign Key. And if you don’t have the correct relationships completed then your data becomes useless and possibly corrupting your whole Lucity database.Data Flow – Data Flow is where management of the data takes place. Any transformations can also take place in this component. Source – Data is typically pulled form a Source. Sources include ADO Net, Excel, Flat Files, OLE DB, Raw File, or XML. Depending on where the data required resides one of these sources would be used. In some cases it might be necessary to import data into one of these sources first, especially if the source is located where an automatic connection can’t or shouldn’t be made, such as from an outside source which needs to be ‘verified’ before being used.Transformation – A transformation may not be needed depending on the source and the destination. The builder has to determine if a transformation is required or just nice to have. A transformation can be as easy as just being a Sort of the data before it is added to the destination to ensure that it is in a particular order or the transformation could be as complicated as needing a script to ensure the data is viable before being pushed to the destination. An example of this would be when the pulled data is in a string format, such as ‘1/2’, and needs to be transformed into numerical data, such as ‘0.50’. A script can be used to ensure that data is converted to the correct format required. Another use of a script is where the data being pulled from the source actually contains multiple inputs into the destination, such as when an address from the source is all one string and the destination requires each of the address to be broken into its individual components (Building #, Street Prefix, Street Name, Street Type, Street Suffix). There are at least 29 different Data Flow Transformation types.Destination – Data is typically pushed into a Destination. Sources include ADO Net, Data Mining Model Training, DataReader, Dimension Processing, Excel, Flat File, OLD DB, Raw File, Recordset, SQL Server Compact, SQL Server. The package designer would need to determine what destination is required for the package. Typically for Lucity an OLD DB would be the destination. In a large or complicated package the use of a temporary table within a Lucity database may be needed. This allows for holding transformed data until it can be used in a later processing step or Data Flow item.
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SQL Server Integration 
Services (SSIS) 

Scheduled 
• Rainstorm Pump Readings 
• Rainstorm Generator 

Readings 

• Stormwater Fuelings 
• Transit Fuelings 
• Water Meter  Import 

Unscheduled 
• Storm Picture Updates 
• Data Changes 
• History Changes 

• Large Data Additions 
• One Time Data Imports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wichita uses SSI quite extensively for both scheduled and unscheduled Lucity imports. SCHEDULEDWichita has two scheduled packages that import readings for the Stormwater department. For these imports it first starts with an SSIS package on a totally different network.  Our SCADA network for Water, for safety reasons, is not connected to our business network where Lucity resides. The first SSIS package exports Pump & Generator Readings from SCADA into a table that resides on the Lucity Stormwater Database. Since SACAD can send data to another network but cannot except data from outside this was the only way to solve the problem. Once the data has been imported into the temporary table, a SSIS package is scheduled to run which uses that temporary table as the source, transforms the data then import the Pump & Generator Readings into Lucity. Now reports can be made available easily on readings and Stormwater assets.Wichita uses a fuel management system called Fuel Master. This is a system designed to keep track of fuelings and other assets connected to fueling vehicles such as pumps, gasoline tanks, etc… We have two departments, Stormwater & Transit, that use Lucity and Fuel Master.  IT designed, built, and tested a SSIS package that exports fuelings from the Fuel Master System an updates a table in the respective Lucity SQL databases. The table is then used as a source for two Crystal Reports. One report is a text file which is used to import data into Lucity using the Lucity Gas Import Module and the other is a PDF report of any fueling that did not fall within specifications set by the departments. Whenever possible the SSIS package should get the data to the point where the Lucity Import Modules can import the data into Lucity. The reason being is that the import module has checks and balances within it to determine if a record should be imported, such as duplicate records. This is the case with fuelings. The package allows users to correct any data that is not within their set specifications. Once again, people are a part of the system and sometimes make mistakes when they have to input the actual odometer readings on vehicles. If they transpose two numbers, very common, such as, instead of 102,300 mils they put in 120,300 miles this could cause the system to generate a PM miles ahead of where it should have been thus causing corrections that need to be made to the vehicle asset and causing lots of trouble.  Always try to fix data at the earliest point possible. IF a human is involved in putting in data, double and triple check it to make sure it is correct WHENEVER POSSIBLE. Sometimes this is not possible as happens in the next schedule package Wichita runs.Every Sunday all the Water Meters in Lucity are completely deleted and then imported back again from Wichita’s Water Billing Program, Banner. The reason for this is that the Water Billing program has the most up-to-date data on each meter. This was the best way to keep Lucity and Banner in tune with each other. This is the most complicated SSIS package Wichita runs. Part of the reason is because it goes from an Oracle Database System into Lucity’s MS SQL System.UNSCHEDULEDOne SSIS package that is run on a not so regular basis is the Stormwater Picture import.  Wichita has vendor that has been used for the last couple of years preforming  precise GPS locations on Stormwater assets (Conduits & Structures). Part of the contract is to take pictures of all structures. In order to place all these pictures into Lucity the manual process would take days if not weeks. An SSIS package was built to do this automatically. The SSIS package runs in less than 30 secs and attached all the pictures to the correct structure. The package is run every couple of months when the vendor delivers pictures of all the structures they have located in the past months.Other unscheduled SSIS packages may be built and only run once. The packages are built and verified in test then duplicated in production. Examples of unscheduled packages include Data Changes such as when a department needs to correct mistakes done b y either a group or single person who didn’t follow procedures. History changes when a department reinvents how they are using Lucity and wants all history to reflect these changes. An example of this may be when a woman or man changes their name and needs the past history to reflect the change. Large data additions such as when department adds a new Lucity module and would like to import all the new assets. This can happen if there isn’t an import module for the just purchased module. A One Time Data Import may be when a vendor or contractor has given Wichita some data that needs to be imported into Lucity only once, like an inspection. An SSIS package can be built to perform this function. 
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SQL Server Integration 
Services (SSIS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a typical package. This particular package is the SSIS Scheduled Package that outdates Generator Readings for the Stormwater Department.The is the Connection Managers Section. There are four connections for this particular package localhost.SSISConfig, VMAARDVARK.SMTP, VMAARDVARK.GBAEquipPW, and VMAARDVARK.GBAStormPW. The SSISConfig is a configuration connection and is used for scheduling the package under the jobs section of SQL Server Management Studio tool. The SMTP connection is used to send emails to specific receivers. Failure messages (3 total in the above package) are sent to an IT System Analyst, the last message, SUCCESSFUL IMPORT, is sent to the Stormwater Uses who need to know that the import have been completed. When Successful IT doesn’t need to know, only when it isn’t successful.This is the Control Flow section. As can be seen in the package there are four ‘Containers’ with anywhere from one (1) to seven (7) processes in the container. In the example above the package starts by truncating the temporary database table then importing the readings. The 2nd step is transforming the data within the table. Basically, getting the data ready to be imported into Lucity. The next to last step is inserting the new readings into the Lucity database table. The last step is to once again truncate the temporary table. This ensures that no duplicate readings are ever imported by accident. If there is a failure then the errors can be fixed and the whole process run again with corrected readings. At each major step you can see that there is an SMTP Error message sent whenever a process fails.  This helps notify the IT Systems Analyst that a problem happened before the user knows. This again allows for better service to the user. They can be notified by IT before they know a problem exists.The 3rd component talked about was the Data Flow. There is always a transformation, even when a simple package is created you are transforming data from one place (source) to another place (destination). In the package above there are two data flow tasks one in the first container (Import Generator Data – Storm to Equip Table Transfer) and one in the 3rd container (Insert New Readings – Inset New Readings).  All the other steps in the package above are transformation of a sort. They are SQL statements that are being executed to ‘massage’ the data into useful information, which will finally be available in Lucity.
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SQL Server Integration 
Services (SSIS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above screen shot shows how a SQL script. The script Updates previous generator readings and dates from the Lucity database matching the readings to the Equipment Ids within Lucity to the temporary table and also where the Most recent checkbox has been checked (User13). By using SQL Scripting you can run any SQL Script needed in your transformation. SQL scripts don’t have to be in separate steps. This all depends on what needs to be accomplished. If possible multiple SQL statements can be run from within one step.
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SQL Server Integration 
Services (SSIS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above Data Flow Step required transforming string data into numeric data, specifically inch readings into their decimal equivalents. The scripts above were written in VB.Net, but scripts can also be run in C#. This allows for programming to be completed within a package without requiring a separate package. In the script above the input field is first checked to see if it is NULL, it not NULL then processing continues. The input field is once again chosen (INPUT FIELD) then a Case statement determines what is in the field, whether the data is ¾, 5/8, or 7/8 (INPUT FIELD VALUE). If it is then the appropriate value is saved to the Output filed (OUTPUT FIELD VALUE). If the Input value is not present then it is checked to see if it is already numeric. If it is then it is saved to the Output fields. This is just one example of a Transformation. There are many transformations that can take place within a package. It all depends on what is needed to get the results requried.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The biggest advantage of SSIS Packages are that they can be scheduled on a recurring basis. Using MS SQL Server Management Studio a package can be set up to run on even the most complicated schedule. Even though anyone can schedule a package, if they have the necessary permissions to access the servers, it is recommended to seek assistance form a knowledgeable IT Analyst to help in the scheduling of packages. It is not difficult at all to setup a scheduled package, but making sure that it is running correctly is always a good thing.
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SQL Server Integration 
Services (SSIS) 

• What is SQL Server Integration Services? 
 

• What are the components? 
 

• What can it be used for? 
 

• How is it constructed? 
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QUESTIONS? 
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